Introduction
The tuple-space model, also known as LINDA [3] is a popular paradigm for coordination in open distributed systems, where agents or active entities may join or leave the system at will. The main component of the model is the shared communication medium, called the tuple-space (TS) where data (tuples) are written into, and retrieved from. The retrieval operations, destructive and non-destructive read, block if no tuple matching the specified template is available. The tuples are retrieved associatively in a nondeterministic fashion: the retrieval operation may return any matching tuple; and, if a number of agents are waiting for a tuple of the same template, a matching tuple, when available, may be given to anyone of them. Interacting via the TS where there is no direct communication between them, the communicating agents are decoupled in name, space and time-they need not know each others identity, nor coexist at the same time in order to communicate with each 978-1-4244-2328-6/08/$25.00C2008 IEEE other-providing a flexible coordination mechanism sui\-able for open, heterogeneous systems. Linda's popularity is shown in its commercial variants such as Sun's JavaSpaces [2] and IBM's TSpaces [13] .
Using capabilities, a TS kernel! can gain extra information on the behaviour of the coordination model: certain behaviour can be detected that can be used later to dynamically improve the capability-based implementation of the LINDA model. Resource management, for example, is vital in distributed systems that involve ubiquitous and persistent computing. Poor resource management at best leads to poor performance, but more crucially, the system will eventually run out of memory space if unusable objects are not reclaimed, for instance. It is bad enough in a 'solitary' system, but the impact would be devastating in distributed systems.
One example of resource management in the TS model is garbage collection ofTSs [5, 6] . However, this work only targeted TSs, but not tuples: the main problem in introducing garbage collection for tuples is the lack of sufficient information about their 'usage'. This information can be maintained if we can reference a particular tuple, or a group of tuples of a certain type-something that is not possible in LINDA since, in contrast to TSs, tuples are nameless: they can only be referred to using associative matching. We propose a solution to this problem by using multicapabilities, as will be elaborated later in the paper. The kernel can use the information supplied by the multicapabilities to keep track of the usage of tuples in the system, eventually removing unusable tuples to reclaim memory space.
named objects, such as TSs, but not the nameless tuples. To overcome this, we have introduced multicapabilities (in a system called LINDACAP) [10, 11] , Le. capabilities for a class of objects: whereas a permission in a uni-capability allows an action on the object it refers to, a multicapability allows the action to be performed on an element of the class. Throughout this paper, we shall use the term 'capability' to refer to capabilities in general, and the terms 'unicapability' or 'multicapability' accordingly when referring to a specific class.
Extending uni-capabilities which are pairs of object identifier obj, and rights ([ ob j , { i, r, 0 } ]), each multicapability is a triple of a unique (unforgeable) identifier, the template of tuples it refers to, and a set of rights, e.g. a multicapability for a template of two integers is [ a, (? int, ? int ) , {i, r , 0 } ] , where i, rand 0 are permissions to perform destructive and non-destructive read (primitives in and rd), and write (out), respectively. Our capability model governs that:
1. Every TS and tuple operation requires two-level capabilities:
• a uni-capability for the target TS, and
• a multicapability for a specified template (a formal for a tuple pattern).
2. For bootstrap purposes, all agents are given:
• a default capability (with full rights) for the universal TS (UTS), Le. a default space that exists throughout the life-span of the system, and that is (publicly) accessible by all agents in the system; and
• a universal multicapability for capability type (with the least rights), called cc [N, (?cap) , {r, o}], to enable capabilities to be passed among agents.
3. Every request for a new capability from the kernel returns a unique capability with full rights.
Based on rule 3, tuples of the same pattern may be referred to by different multicapabilities. For example, if an agent makes two separate requests for a multicapability for the template (? str, ? int, ? int), it will get two multicapabilities, each different from the other (i.e. identified by different tags), although they correspond to the same template. If one of the multicapabilties is given to another agent, the second agent can only 'see' tuples in the multicapability group it holds, but not those in the other group. Hence, multicapabilities can provide a partitioning of a TS-enabling certain operations to be performed on a tuple of a specific group, but not on one of another group, even though both groups have the same template. 
Passing capabilities
In order for information to be shared among agents, capabilities may be passed between them, via TSs, copies of capabilities being restricted if needed before being disseminated to other agents. Capabilities, like any first class objects, may be elements of tuples and thus stored within TSs. With the universal primordial capability, CC, these tuples may be retrieved by another agent, which will then be able to access the object referred to by the capability.
Our implementation also incorporates tuple monitoring [7] for the kernel to maintain some information on the capabilities being passed as tuple elements, which will be essential for garbage collection.
Garbage collection in LINDA systems
As memory is a limited resource, garbage collection is undeniably an important part in memory management. Garbage collection is the process of searching and automatically reclaiming unused memory cells to avoid memory exhaustion. The algorithms are based on traversing a tracing graph representing the memory to analyse and determine the cells' usefulness [6] . In order to do so, the kernel must have knowledge of which objects are being referenced by which agents.
Garbage collection has been proposed for standard LINDA with multiple TSs in a system named Ligia [5] , where graphs are used to maintain the information needed by the garbage collector, which is otherwise not available in LINDA. The implementation garbage collects TSs by keeping track of the reference information: TSs' identities are obtained upon their creation, and agents are required to register themselves before they can start to run.
Tuples in JavaSpaces [2] are garbage collected using leases-they are automatically deleted after a certain period of time (Le. the 'lease') elapses. Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate in advance how long a particular object will be of use. They vary according to applications, for instance, we might want to reclaim all objects generated by a particular agent, or to clean up any object left over a particular protocol.
SEcDS [1] takes a different approach: its associative matching rules allow agents to use a special universal template which can match any tuple (without accessing the tuple's contents) to retrieve them. This enables a garbage collector agent to remove tuples periodically. The downside of this scheme is that it does not explain how tuples can be time-stamped, such as done in JavaSpaces. Tagging is used in the later version of SEcDS [12] , where each object is tagged with some information, e.g. a lease, and the garbage collector is run to locate objects with particular tags, and remove them. This tagging, however, is not done automatically by the system, instead, they can only be done voluntarily by agents before outing tuples.
Scope [8] uses a streaming mechanism to locate fresh tuples in the relevant scope, which are tagged with a 'lease' scope. These tags can be used by a sibling agent to search for, and remove 'expired' tuples.
Garbage collection of tuples
As mentioned earlier, the implementation in Ligia [5, 6] , was restricted to garbage collection on TSs: we can either garbage collect, or keep, the whole TS, but not selectively garbage collect certain tuples within the TS. The main problem in introducing garbage collection for tuples is the lack of sufficient information about their 'usage'. This information can be maintained if we can reference a particular tuple, or a group of tuples of a certain type-something that is not possible in LINDA. While TSs have unique identities, tuples (and templates) do not: they are referred to by values instead of names. Thus it is difficult to employ garbage collection on tuples without modifying the model: giving unique names to tuples will certainly break one of the fundamental characteristics of LINDA, i.e. associative retrieval. However, with the introduction of multicapabilities, this can be avoided as multicapabilities enable the system to reference a collection of nameless tuples to perform garbage collection on them, by garbage collecting the multicapability regions themselves.
As multicapabilities provide a means to refer to tuples, we can perform garbage collection on the tuples. In fact, this mechanism is better than Ligia in the sense that it provides a finer control over the system as we can now selec-978-1-4244-2328-6/08/$25.0002008 IEEE tively garbage collect only a certain region specified by a given multicapability rather than the whole TS.
In Menezes's Ligia, the universal TS (including its contents) can never be garbage collected, therefore any tuple put into it will persist in the system forever until explicitly removed, or the system terminates [5] . The number of tuples in the universal TS may grow, thus consuming valuable memory space. With multicapabilities, it becomes possible to garbage collect some of these tuples as we can specify region(s) in the universal TS to be garbage collected-without having to remove the whole universal TS-thus providing a finer control over the system.
Implementation
The kernel can use the information supplied by the multicapabilities to keep track of the usage of tuples in the system, eventually removing unusable tuples to reclaim memory space. Although the garbage collection mechanism for TSs (adopted from Ligia) has been incorporated in LINDA-CAP, the discussion in this section focuses on the garbage collection collection mechanism with regard to tuples (and multicapability regions).
As capabilities are first-class values, it is possible to remove unused multicapability groups. It is more practical and efficient to re-create a new multicapability later when needed, rather than retaining the old unused ones which have the probability of not being used ever again.
The graph data structure used in Ligia can be adapted for this purpose. In the graph to implement tuple-garbage collection in LINDACAP, the nodes represent the agents and multicapability groups, connected by edges. The basic structure of the graph is as follows:
• There is a node representing the primordial capability CC, which is the root of the graph.
• There is a unique node representing each agent, which is created whenever an agent connects to a LINDACAP server.
• There is a unique node representing each multicapability (see point below).
• The links between agents and multicapabilities are always via direct edges.
-Whenever an agent connects to the kernel, an edge is created between it and the cc node ( Figure  la ).
-Whenever an agent creates a new multicapability, an edge is created between the agent and the node representing the multicapability (Figure 1b) . Each has reference to ce.
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region ee), a bridge is created from node ee to node mel, indicating there is a reference to mel from within ee. The reference counter associated with mel is increased to indicate two references to it (from Al and now from ee). When a second tuple containing mel is written into cc, as in Figure 1c , this reference counter is increased to 3 (meaning two references (in tuples) in ee and one reference from AI). The label on the bridge from node ee to node mel is also updated to 2, indicating two references (tuples) to mel in region ee.
Figure Id: When agent A2 reads a tuple containing mel, a new edge is created between A2 and mel, indicating that A2 now has a reference to mel. The reference counter for mel is increased to 4: one reference from AI, one reference from A2, and two references (in tuples) from within ee. Note that, the references/tuples in ee remains the same because A2 only reads the tuple containing mel (as ee does not allow in). If the capability tuple were removed-assuming the same diagram as in Figure 1d except that ee is replaced with a different capability for capability type (e.g. e2) which allows in-then the bridge label will be decreased to 1
(It is important to see the difference between creating a node representing a multicapability in the reference graph here, and the actual physical creation of the multicapability region (representing the collection of tuples) referred to by that multicapability, which is created when the first tuple is outed using the multicapability.)
• A multicapability node must be linked to its creator (agent) node.
Figure Ie: When the multicapability is written (in a tuple) using another multicapability, e.g. ee (Le. written into
• An agent node must be linked to all multicapabilities it knows (see Section 4.2 for more details on how an agent can acquire knowledge of a multicapability).
• The links between multicapability regions are done using labelled directed edges, called bridges. When a tuple containing a multicapability, say me2 is deposited into a multicapability region, say mel, then a bridge is created between them in the reference graph, directed from mel to me2. (Again, the bridge created is between the nodes in the graph, not between the physical regions, as the me2 region might not be created yetno tuple auted into it yet). The weight of the bridge is a counter representing the number of multicapabilities me2 (in tuples) that exist in mel. If there are two capabilities me2 within mel, the weight/counter is 2 (Figure lc) . The counter is decreased every time the tuple containing multicapability me2 is removed (via in or inp) from mel, but remains the same if the multicapability is only read (rd or rdp). (Note that, except in certain cases where a new multicapability for a capability type is explicitly created, a capability tuple can only be seen using the primordial capability ee which does not allow destructive read, Le. in or inp. However, with the sum operation (see [10, 11] ), such a tuple can be removed).
To explain the graph structure in Figure 1 :
Figure la: Agents Al and A2 connects to the kernel, and gets the default primordial capability ee. In the graph, an edge is created between the ee node and each node representing each agent.
Figure Ib: Each multicapability node is associated with its reference counter: the counter is set to 1 when the multicapability is created, implying that it is held by one agent-its creator. Naturally, a node (representing a multicapability region) is deleted (Le. garbage collected) when the reference to it becomes nil. Circumstances where edge(s) connected to the node is/are deleted-thus decreasing the reference counter in the multicapability node-are when:
• a multicapability is revoked, or
• a tuple containing a multicapability referring to the region is deleted, or
• an agent holding the multicapability dies.
With capabilities, a finer garbage collection mechanism can be achieved. Ligia only incorporates objectffS references, but LINDACAP can manipulate the reference and the associated permissions (in the capability) for finer control: rights can be encoded in the edges. Consider an example as illustrated in Figure 2 . A tuple containing a capability for ts2 is emitted into ts I, forming a bridge from ts I to ts2. ts2 itself contains a capability tuple for ts3, creating another bridge from ts2 to ts3.~F
igure 2. An example for a finer garbage collection
In a non-capability system, if there exists at least one agent, Al that has the reference for tsl, then as long as Al is alive, none of the three TSs can be garbage, as there is always a possibility that Al might retrieve the tuple <t s2 > in tsl, and subsequently gaining access to ts3 via ts2. 2 In LINDACAP on the other hand, the rights in the capability for tsl held by Al is relevant: if the capability only grants out permission, then Al cannot read the tuple <t s2 > from tsl, and therefore cannot access ts2, and subsequently ts3, too. Hence, ts2 and ts3 can be garbage collected. In the case of ts I itself, although ts I is not garbage-since Al still has the capability for it and may write into it-any reference/capability within it is garbage. In fact any tuple within it is garbage. TS ts I can be regarded as a "null" TS, where anything can be written into it, but they will not be 2Here it is assumed that no intervention occurs resulting in the tuples being removed except by AI.
978-1-4244-2328-6/08/$25.0002008 IEEE retained-much like a dumping ground-and therefore can be flagged as such, for optimization purposes, to ensure that tuples stored in it will not increase memory usage.
A null capability-Lee a capability that does not grant anything 3 -can be useful for garbage collection. For instance, if the kernel knows that all tuples containing the capability for an object (a TS or a group of tuples) are null, and no other agent holds a copy of the capability, then it knows that the object is garbage, as no operation can be performed on it, so therefore the object can be reclaimed.
A simple and naive strategy for implementing garbage collection is to run the garbage detection algorithm every time the reference to an object has been decreased to zero/nil; and one reason for a reference to be deleted is when the agent holding the reference dies. It is also known that performing garbage collection can be an expensive operation (in terms of kernel load). Therefore, it is more efficient to garbage collect only when needed, Le. when there is insufficient memory space available. Even though this strategy involves a larger amount of work to be carried out at one time compared to the former, garbage collection is likely to be performed less often.
Experimental results pertaining to the garbage collection of tuples and its relation to memory exhaustion will be presented in Section 4.3.
Keeping track of capabilities
We know that for garbage collection the kernel must maintain some kind of information regarding the references-which agent knows about which object. There are three ways for an agent to acquire a capability (either for a TS or a group of tuples), and how the kernel may keep the information it needs:
1. The agent creates a TS (therefore obtaining the TS capability in return), or requests a new multicapability for some template of tuples. The kernel can simply record the agent's identity against the newly created capability.
2. The agent has retrieved a tuple containing a capability for the object. To obtain this information, it is necessary for the kernel to implement tuple monitoring [7] -which has also been extended to monitor tuples containing multicapabilities-to enable the kernel to keep track of capabilities being passed as tuple elements. 
. Each agent requests their own multicapability with no capabilities being passed among the agents, which implies that all the agents used different multicapability regions. Thus, these regions cannot be referenced by any other agents, and are considered garbage when the agents creating them die.
The experiments involved running a group of agents in limited memory space (the virtual memory is limited to 20000 kb), where each agent requests a new multicapability, outs a number of tuples into the universal TS using the newly acquired multicapability, and then dies after explicitly deleting the multicapability. The agents' code snippet is given below. cap = newcap( <int,int> ); for (t = 0; t < 10000; t++) UTS.out( cap<l,t> ); del cap;
As expected, the server with no tuple-garbage collection eventually ran out of memory, whereas the server with garbage collection did not encounter the same problem, in fact was able run indefinitely. Figure 3 depicts the results of the experiments: with (a) 5000 tuples outed per iteration, (b) 7000 tuples, and (c) 10000 tuples. Each graph shows that without garbage collection on tuples, the system crashes (runs out of memory) sooner than its garbage collection-enabled counterpart, i.e. after approximately 67000 tuples have been deposited in the universal TS, whereas there is no such concern with the system with garbage collection on tuples. The reason for garbage collection is to avoid memory exhaustion. As discussed in Section 4, Ligia [5] only performs garbage collection on TSs, and therefore does not garbage collect tuples in the universal TS. This can lead to disastrous consequences. Multicapabilities enable some of these tuples to be garbage collected, as has been discussed in the previous chapter. Experiments have been carried out to demonstrate this.
These experiments compared two capability systems for memory exhaustion: one incorporates the garbage collection mechanism for tuples, whereas the other does not. The characteristics for the systems are:
1. Both systems have garbage collection of TSs, based on Ligia.
2. All interactions are via the universal TS, which is not being garbage collected-the TSs garbage collection mechanism [5] cannot be performed on universal TS. Therefore, we can be certain that these experiments only concern garbage collection on tuples, and not on TSs.
Experimental results
solution relies on process registration and 'deregistration' [7] , which have been incorporated in the LINDA-CAP implementation-all newly spawned agents must register themselves and the capabilities they hold, and must 'unregister' with the kernel before terminating.
Termination ordering assures that the termination message 4 is the last message (from a given agent) to arrive in the kernel [5] . Agent termination is an operation that can generate garbage, as capabilities may be deleted, which would result in the loss of references to some objects. Therefore, termination ordering should also be observed to avoid race conditions.
The applications described in this chapter require a centralized list to be maintained in order for the kernel to keep track of the capabilities and their holders. The implication of this scheme is that the system loses the advantages of capabilities with regard to its distribution: capabilities are no longer distributed in the sense that they are only held by the agents, and the kernel need not retain any knowledge of them. However, as have been argued in earlier parts of the thesis, the benefits of having these applications outweigh this 'loss'.
The following sections will continue describing other applications that can be improved, or refined with capabilitybased system, particularly with the introduction of multicapabilities.
4The term termination here means the message that is sent after the last instruction of an agent, not considering any external intervention, e.g abnormal termination triggered by the users or those due to a system failure.
When garbage collection on tuples is not present, tuples written by previous agents are left accumulating in the uni- As can be seen from the graph, the larger the number of tuples outed, the less overhead (proportionally) incurred. Comparing the time taken by each system (with, and without tuple-garbage collection) to write a certain number of tuples, in Figure 4 (a), the time difference in outing 100 tuples is 0.00 1 second (only 1.5% increase in overhead), whereas writing 1000 tuples produces a difference of 0.023 second (i.e. 6%, which is the same time difference as in Figure 4(b) ). In Figure 4(b) , where tuples are written in increments 1000, the system with garbage collection on tuples took 0.24 second longer (7%) to write 10000 tuples, compared to the one without tuple-garbage collection. kernel knows of the system's behaviour, the better, more optimised coordination can be achieved, thus increasing the system's efficiency. The extra information, supplied by the capabilities given to the agents, can provide the facility to create a finer level of control in distributed systems.
Conclusions
We have proposed the new concept of multicapabilities which extends capabilities to apply to a group of un-named objects. A multicapability pair consists of a reference to a group of tuples and a set of rights.
Having a finer control on coordination aspects also means obtaining a better, more efficient decentralised resource management. We have demonstrated how multicapabilities can contribute towards improving three important aspects in managing resources in a distributed way: garbage collecting unused tuples (or a specific region of a TS), refining the deadlock breaking mechanism, and replication of data. 
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versal TS (in effect, stored in the kernel); this adds considerable overhead to the system. Although none of the tuples would be used again, they are consuming the memory resources-causing the system to crash if the memory is not reclaimed (by the garbage collector). With tuple-garbage collection incorporated, we have a cleaner structure, hence better performances for agents-thus, tuple-garbage collection provides the system with a major advantage in terms of reliability.
Of course, no garbage collection mechanism can completely eliminate the memory exhaustion problem, as memory is a finite resource-there is always a possibility of completely consuming the resource without creating any garbage.
Incorporating the garbage collection mechanism incurs some overhead. Again, the two LINDACAP systems are compared: both incorporate capabilities, but only one has the garbage collection mechanism on tuples. Figure 4 illustrates that no significant increase in overhead (measured by completion time for each agent) is imposed by the garbage collection algorithm.
